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Focusing on the Center of True Creator’s True Heart and your Infinite
Mind you are becoming more and more aware that your mind creates
the reality and the healthiest thing that you could do is to use your
Infinite Mind. Malevolent Creation is relying on the collective
programming through poisoned minds that are feeding this nightmare.
It’s outrageous but the truth is that every human mind on this physical
plane effectively support this slavery. Your Mind is a big power of yours
that is used against you with your commitment! And you don’t even
have a hint of what is happening!
The human mind an instrument meant to block your access to Infinite
Mind. All the methods which centre on detachment from human mind
and its chaotic functioning are granting access to The Infinite Mind that
could materialise your projects, because it works without failure. Infinite
Mind is creating a new reality according to your needs and the energy
you direct to the Infinite Mind will grow and blossom to the
manifestation. The common mistake is that people often perturb their
projects, the original idea, with contrary energies as doubts or fears.
People with a disciplined mind will use only positive thinking without
attachment to the project (that could come with various emotions that
aren’t always healthy for the project), simply creating clear instructions
that Infinite Mind will just manifest. This is the most simple natural way
that Infinite Mind works. This is a quality of True Creator that we all
carry inside us.
Conspiracy is even more evil than you can imagine. Filling Human Mind
with crimes, violence, revenge, jealousy, vanity, pride, Darkness targets
the Infinite Mind. It knows that many people could access the Infinite
Mind, some of them without being aware of, and when the connection is
open it counts on leaks into the Infinite Mind. It’s an outrageous way to
poison the infinite Mind, especially through those that are still True at
Heart. See the craftiness? Using even those that carry Pure Light to
pollute the Infinite Mind, because those are the most efficient to reach
Infinite Mind. This is the subtlest way of evil conspiracy. It is hard to
escape from the media poisoning even being aware of the peril of being
brainwashed, because your Human Mind is bombarded everyday and
most of people don’t even have any hint of what’s happening. Forced
labor for Darkness.
At least now you can correct this. Concentrate Infinite Love in your
human mind to disintegrate all the malevolent energies and concepts

that ever reached it! To be safe, I would recommend completely
disintegration of your entire human mind! You will get free of the
programming that comes through it and you will use Infinite Mind.
Nothing to lose! Human mind is just an artificial imposition that enslaves
you.
The Agents of Darkness have lost their ability of Creation according to
the principle they are subscribed to: the opposition of True Creator
which cannot be else that something finite and self-consuming, an anticreation status, doomed to total consuming. By the act of ceasing
access to Infinite Love, the Agents of Darkness are forever loosing
access to Infinite Mind, being manipulated forever according to
Darkness plans. They are mastering the Physical Plane – the only plane
that they can act! Evidently there are some material rewards for that,
but the exchange is profoundly unfair on Darkness favour, because the
delusion is a standard way of Darkness actions, even when it comes to
its devoted minions! Is like you have the power to create anything you
want and someone comes to take this power off of you, offering in
return a nice house or a nice car that you can have whenever you want
it, but you don’t even know you can!
This is one of the reasons that Darkness hates us so much: we have a
huge power that can anytime dismount Darkness if we are reaching a
true state of True Creator. The most feared enemy of Darkness is the
true knowledge and those carrying True Light! You should be now aware
of the real war that is everyday fought against you and against your
true power. It’s a huge conspiracy and Darkness also mounted different
systems to ridicule those who would dare to speak about this
conspiracy! The conspiracy is so huge that surrounds you everywhere in
the physical plane from the cradle to the grave and allows no chance for
you to awake. Well, until now...
Things are on other course now. Darkness is everyday losing its power
on the physical plane and this fact is now impossible to stop. The higher
echelons of Agents of Darkness are alarmed and many starting to see
the signs of collapse are confused by the net of multiple delusions they
are caught in. On the heights of their pyramidal organisation they know
that the imminent collapse is unstoppable. Soon all the staging that
Darkness was setting up against humanity will turn to its disadvantage.
Many of the conflicts artificially set up will be exposed and even those
who have worked for Darkness will start to see through the veils and

realise the mockery and unfairness they have been settled for. Those
framed by Darkness will bitterly expose the outrageous conspiracy.
For too many it will be too late finding out that they lost the most
precious thing that they ever had: the connection with The Infinite. It
will be terribly sad, but no one will have time to cry as long as Darkness
will chaotically crumble.
The rescue mission targets those of us that carry True Light and
remained unaffected by Darkness. Because the urge to save those pure
at Heart much endangered by the machinations of Darkness is a top
priority for The True Creator that has taken all the measures to stop this
atrocity of Malevolent Creation!
The economic crisis will conclude Darkness final plans along multiple
wars and religious conflicts - all of them being Darkness constructions.
But Darkness is trying to gain as much time as possible in order to put
in practice its final plan: the spiritual dictatorship on the entire planet,
obsessed by control and hoping that will secure its perpetration.
Darkness Agents was setting this plan against True Spirit thousands
years ago, willing to create chaos and conflicts all over the planet and
finally to come with a rescuing solution – one leader that will reunite the
remaining people of the world under one faith totally subdued to
Darkness! This plan is now outside discussion because the rapid heating
of the planet could dramatically affect the life on the planet.
Sensing their imminent collapse, Agents of Darkness are also trying to
find out a way to escape this planet. The evil Anunnaki are also
desperately in need to leave because they can’t stand the higher
energies that appears as the result of Darkness failure! Evidently what
they don’t know is that the falling of Darkness is not regional and there
is practically no place to escape! Even if they will succeed to leave it or
not, their plan is to destroy the entire planet by sabotaging the nuclear
plants all around the Earth. The rage will be bigger when the minions
will find out that their beloved masters are unable to act further to
counter act the True Creator.
Thousands years Darkness knew that would lose control but still
believes that the Malevolent Creation is sealed and safe from Infinite
Love, that will be impossible to affect Physical Plane. But Infinite Love
came from the inside and many humans brings unbearable frequencies
for the Usurpers.

It is very important to keep up to Infinite Love – the passport of each
one back home in the True Creation. It is not about family members,
friends or lovers, except they are also pure. Your only True brothers are
only those that manages to carry Infinite Love.
Family on the other hand is another aberration set up by Darkness
against True Spirit. On your ancestry lineage there are some people that
you even haven’t the chance to know, that have lived hundred years
before you and those energies are inheriting today. It is about the
choices of their lives and finally the condition of their True Heart. This is
the reason that things are set up this way – the individual will be
constrained by some energies that even don’t know about their
existence, and the chance to be dark energies are very big. It’s another
outrageous way of Darkness action and just think that society and
religion are constantly pushing you in this direction. A divorce some
years ago was impossible and in some communities it is even today.
Now imagine two innocent people gathering together in an affair never
knowing what pressures to face from past energies and procreating and
then feeding Darkness with another innocent Spirit that will be
exploited. This offspring will be influenced by the both sides of parent’s
ancestry, without any hint of what is going on. Darkness tentacles are
manifesting through ones that you suppose that you have to trust: your
parents, family, priests, teachers, society. Who has the courage to be a
pariah for the community?
On the other side reptilian families which happens to be the royal
families, have very strict rules for marriage – only within closed circles of
so-called wise blood, in fact only to other Anunnaki members. They aim
to preserve their deep connections with Darkness! Those families ruled
the world in the past, hand in hand with the Church, living in huge
castles surrounded by the poor villains considered their property, bound
to fight for the nobles interests of wars and domination. Nothing but
reptilian slavery. Not much different than today’s slavery. The same
bloodlines are ruling the world today.
Dacians-Thracians were not even considering marriage. This false
concept didn’t existed. Marriage is an infringement of the Free Spirit.
There are multiple experiences that one Spirit could live and share on
this planet, but the gathering of two spirits should be done exclusively
on a spiritual basis according to Infinite Love. In this case the result will
be purely spectacular! In a couple energies tend to balance as in the

communicating vessels. And if one is carrying True Light and the other is
not, the balance will be on the lowering the level of that that carry True
Light. Fake Love, or Human Love is a mockery of Infinite Love. It is a
programming based on the built-in willingness of sharing Infinite Love
that is the definition of the True Creation. Darkness set up Human Love
to go hand in hand with jealousy in a sordid plot. In a love affair the one
that will manifest jealousy will gain vanity and self-importance, and
eventually the way through separation will go through many low
energies. Another Darkness energy harvesting.
By the separation of True Spirit in different genres in the Physical Plane
and the induced concept of separation, Darkness considerably
diminished the True Spirit powers, because the design of the True
Creation is equally manifestation through Infinite Love, being
synonymous to the True Creator. Maybe it is a concept hard to
understand here where Human Mind is designed to work on separation,
but once reaching the Infinite Mind, Infinite will confirm as a natural
way and the true design of True Spirit. Being True Creator is the design
of everything comprising the True Creation.
The final stage of Zalmoxis Initiations is the recognition and
identification with Infinite Love, The True Creator and The Infinite. This
is the Supreme Initiation that you can receive in the Physical Plane until
now and the ultimate state of awareness: being Infinite Love, True
Creator and The Infinite. Zalmoxis was referred as to be the first to be
human and Creator in the same time!
This stage is the Ultimate Awareness!
Go to the Center of the True Heart of True Creator and affirm with your
True Heart, “True Creator, I am True Creator and please manifest within
me to the infinity”!
Go to the Center of The Infinite and affirm with your True Heart,
“Infinite, I am Infinite and please manifest within me to the infinity”!
Go through this process anytime you want and anymore times you
need, until the complete synchronisation. Your True Heart will be the
True Creator’s Heart. Your True Center will be The Infinite.

Welcome back!

Please also check the next initiation:
True Love Of True Creator
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